LING 482W - Topics in Linguistics III

**Participation mark**
A student can receive up to 15% in participation mark:

- active work in class, engaging in discussions and peer feedback 5%
- attendance of lectures and workshops 4%
- **participation in a research project at the department** OR attending a colloquium talk/conference 2%
  - Research participation: [https://www.sfu.ca/linguistics/research/research_participation_system](https://www.sfu.ca/linguistics/research/research_participation_system)
  - Colloquia schedule: [https://www.sfu.ca/linguistics/colloquia.html](https://www.sfu.ca/linguistics/colloquia.html)
  - The 4th Annual Language Sciences Undergraduate Research Conference: [https://blogs.ubc.ca/lsurc/](https://blogs.ubc.ca/lsurc/)
- attending Writing center OR office hours 2%
- poster* prep and presentation (last day of class) 2%